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KMFRI marine pollution 
research expert unveils 
gillnet modification project 
to fishers to stop ghost 
fishing 

The Kenya Marine and Fisheries Research Institute 

(KMFRI) marine pollution research expert Dr. Eric 

Okuku has revealed plans to modify fishing gears 

commonly known as gillnets, a move that is aimed at 

reducing the negative impact of ghost fishing in the 

ocean.  

He spoke during a sensitization forum hosted by 

KMFRI at her Mombasa headquarters, an initiative 

under Gill Net Modification Project funded by Food and 

Agriculture Organization (FAO), and jointly being 

implemented by State Department of Fisheries, 

Aquaculture and the Blue Economy; and KMFRI. 

Participants were informed that during fishing 

activities, gillnets sometimes get lost in the sea. When 

this happens, the derelict gears continue to fish 

because nylon does not decompose, resulting in a 

catch that is consumed by no one. This increases the 

risk of ghost fishing and fish contamination along the 

food chain.  

“About 80% of marine litter are from land-based 

sources while 20% comprise sea-based sources 

released from boats or ship, including fishing nets, lost 

items or trash discarded by local fishermen,” says Dr. 

Okuku.  

He said the first implementation phase of the project 

will involve carrying out laboratory testing to identify 

natural fibres that can be used to replace nylon, which 

is a synthetic material. The potential alternative fibre 

should degrade in six months, to reduce chances of 

ghost fishing and for easier retrieval. The identified 

natural fibre will be used to modify gillnets at the third 

phase of the project. 

In a move aimed at inspiring confidence in the fishers, 

Dr Okuku assured Tudor BMU members that modified 

gears will not affect the gears’ fishing capability. This 

will jointly be confirmed during the third phase of the 

project.  

The final implementation stage of the project is 

awareness creation whereby KMFRI will build capacity 

of Tudor BMUs who will then act as Trainers of 

Trainees (TOTs) for other BMUs along the Kenyan 

 KMFRI’s marine pollution research expert Dr. Eric Okuku 
addressing BMU members 
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Coast, and advocate for the adoption of the modified 

nets. 

 

Top, Assistant Director State Department of Fisheries responding 

to questions from BMU members. 

According to National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration (NOAA) fisheries, a gillnet is a wall of 

netting that hangs in the water column, typically made 

of monofilament or multifilament nylon that is non-

biodegradable.  

 

 

 

Mesh sizes are designed to allow fish to get only their 

head through the netting but not their body. The fish's 

gills then get caught in the mesh as the fish tries to 

back out of the net.  

As the fish struggles to free itself, it becomes more and 

more entangled. Gillnets are commonly used fishing 

gears among Kenya’s coastal artisanal fishers to catch 

rabbit fish. 

Marine organisms such as sea turtles get trapped and 

are entangled by nylon while trying to escape leading 

to suffocation and eventual death.  Research shows 

that gillnetting has been a major source of mortality for 

all sea turtle species. 

 

For more info contact Dr Eric Okuku via email: 

ochiengokuku2003@gmail.com   

An illustration of how gillnets work 

 

Entangled sea turtle/Photo by WWF 

A presentation on sources of litter that find their way into the 

oceans 

 

mailto:ochiengokuku2003@gmail.com
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KMFRI and Hakai Institute 
hold talks to explore 

areas of collaboration 
in oceanography 

 
BY PHIONALORNA NZIKWA AND NANCY MWITI  
#KmfriPartnerships 

Kenya Marine and Fisheries Research Institute 

(KMFRI) hosted Dr. Jennifer Jackson, a Physical 

Oceanographer from Hakai Institute based in British 

Columbia. Her visit was aimed at exploring 

opportunities for collaboration and partnership with 

KMFRI research scientists in the Oceanography and 

Hydrography (OH) department.  

Upon arrival at KMFRI’s Mombasa headquarters on 
15th February, 2022, Dr Jackson was warmly received  

by 
KMFRI’s OH Assistant Director & Chemical 
Oceanographer Dr. Joseph Kamau, who was 
representing KMFRI Director – General Prof James 

Njiru. Dr. Kamau was accompanied by research 
coordinator Dr. Jacqueline Uku, marine research 
scientist Dr. Juliet Karisa, and Assistant Director, 
Strategic Communication Mr Hezekiel Gikambi.   

 
Dr. Kamau took Dr. Jackson through KMFRI’s 
research mandate and the impact that the Institute’s 
science and research activities has had on the 
community.   
 
The guest also had an opportunity to tour KMFRI 
laboratories, and aquariums, as well as brief KMFRI 
researchers on her work. In her presentation entitled 
“Deep waters in British Columbia mainland fjords 
show rapid warming and deoxygenation from 1951 
to 2020”, Dr. Jackson presented some of the 
exemplary work they do at Hakai Institute, such as how 
marine heat waves impact on Fjords in British 
Columbia coast, the effects on the oxygen saturations 
and salinity levels, and the effect on marine life in the 
study areas.  
 
“This is the first physical seminar KMFRI is hosting 
since the pandemic struck in 2020. We are delighted 
that Dr. Jennifer is reopening the culture of hosting 
physical seminars for us,” pointed Dr. Karisa as she 

Dr. Jennifer Jackson presenting to KMFRI scientists 

KMFRI team receiving Dr. Jennifer at the boardroom 
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welcomed Dr. Jackson to interact with KMFRI research 
scientists.  
 
Over the years, Dr. Jackson has dedicated herself to 
the study of factors that affect marine life. She shared 
part of her involvement in the UN Decade of Ocean 
Science Endorsed Program - SMARTNET - in which 
she is the contact person.  
 

Dr. Jackson also briefed on an upcoming, second 

International Environmental Film Festival, where she 

is a co-founder.  

The environmental film festival, she explained, is a 

brilliant idea born by Iranian filmmakers based in 

Kenya to form collaborations between filmmakers and 

scientists to grant yet another platform, and an 

interesting one, for displaying environmental 

information.  

She extended her invitation to KMFRI for the event that 

took place on 18th February, 2022 at the Sarit Centre 

in Nairobi.  

Dr. Jackson concluded by sharing her experience as a 

physicist, and why she chose that career path to 

encourage early career female researchers who were 

present on the importance of taking up technical 

courses. 

About Dr. Jennifer Jackson… 

r. Jennifer Jackson is a coastal physical 

oceanographer who studies ocean climate and 

how the physical environment affects marine 

animals and plants. Over her career, she has studied 

the Arctic, Indian, and Pacific Oceans. Jennifer 

currently works as a research scientist at the Hakai 

Institute (www.hakai.org), a not-for-profit organization 

that is actively studying the coastal margins of British 

Columbia, Canada.  

Jennifer sits on several national (CIOOS, MEOPAR) 

and international (PICES, IAPSO, SmartNet) 

committees. In her free time, she hangs out with her 

kids and animals and works on the British Columbia 

Environmental Film Festival (www.bceff.org), which 

she has recently co-founded. 

 Feedback: kmfricorporateaffairs@gmail.com   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D 

Dr. Jackson Jennifer with KMFRI’s Dr. Kamau and Dr. Uku 
at KMFRI auditorium ready to present to scientists 

http://www.hakai.org/
http://www.bceff.org/
mailto:kmfricorporateaffairs@gmail.com
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KMFRI joins state agencies 
and NGOs in celebrating 

World Wetlands Day 

BY: GLADYS MWAKA, AGNES MUKAMI, PAUL 
KIMANZI 
EDITS: PHIONALORNA NZIKWA & NANCY MWITI 

 

The World Wetlands Day dates back to 2nd February 

1971 when the convention on wetlands was adopted 

in Iranian city of Ramsar. It is celebrated on the 2nd of 

February every year and aims at raising global 

awareness about the vital role of wetlands for people 

and the planet.  

This year’s theme was ‘wetlands action for people and 

nature’ which highlights the importance of actions in 

ensuring sustainable wetlands use and conservation. 

It’s an appeal to all segments of society to save the 

wetlands from disappearing and to restore the 

degraded ones. It appeals to invest financial, human 

and political capital to save the world’s wetlands from 

disappearing and restore those which have been 

degraded. 

Wetlands in Kenya include freshwater, marine and 

coastal ecosystems such as lakes and rivers, 

underground aquifers, swamps and marshes, wet 

grasslands, peat lands, oasis, estuaries, deltas and 

tidal flats, mangroves and other coastal areas, coral 

reefs, and all human-made sites such as fishponds, 

rice paddies, reservoirs and saltpans. 

This year’s World Wetlands Day (WWD) was observed 

on 1st February at Mwachema Estuary in Diani, and 

on 2nd February at Shirazi Village landing site in 

Msambweni. 

  

 

Various organizations turned up to commemorate the 

day which served to recognize the positive vibes the 

wetlands have had worldwide, gathering community to 

enjoy ‘mother nature’.                    

This year’s event was organized to appreciate and 

recognize the ongoing efforts in supporting the coastal 

wetlands ecosystem, and create awareness to the 

community groups on the importance of wetlands in 

provision of ecosystem goods and services. Each 

guest planted a mangrove tree to commemorate the 

day. The Shirazi community was given wheelbarrows 

World Wetlands Day marked on 2nd February, 2022 
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and watering cans to help in maintaining their 

terrestrial and mangrove nurseries as well as transport 

seedlings to planting areas.  

  

 

 

 

The world's wetland nature has progressively been 

disappearing as a result of human activities and thus, 

there is a need for communities to be mobilized and 

made aware of the benefits of saving the wetlands 

from disappearing and restoring that which is lost. 

This year’s World Wetlands Day celebrations in Diani 

and Shirazi, Msambweni sub-county were attended by 

the Kwale community groups including three women 

groups, 10 Beach Management Units (BMU), two 

Community Forest Associations (CFA), the Carbon 

credit groups and Kwale county youth groups.  

The event was supported by various government and 

private organizations including Kenya Marine and 

Fisheries Research Institute (KMFRI), Water 

Resources Authority (WRA), Coastal and Marine 

Resource Development (COMRED), World Wildlife 

Fund (WWF), Plan International, Kenya Wildlife 

Service (KWS), Kenya Forest Services (KFS), Kenya 

Fisheries Services (KEFs), National Environment 

Management Authority (NEMA), and Base titanium. 

These bodies have been working with the community 

groups towards the conservation of the wetlands. 

To motivate the communities to conserve and use 

wetlands sustainably, the organizations used the 

opportunity to engage and connect with the 

communities and other entities who will support them 

in different ways. 

KMFRI has been working to boost community 

livelihoods through fish farming, and in recognition of 

this, KMFRI’s research scientist Ms Gladys Mwaka 

urged community members to protect natural 

resources like mangroves and wetlands, saying they 

act as breeding grounds for different marine 

organisms.  KMFRI assured the community of full 

technical support on fish farming as an alternative 

livelihood source.   

The chief guest and sub-regional coordinator of Water 

Resource Authority (WRA) of the coastal region, Mr. 

Jamal Mohammed emphasized on the importance of 

conserving the wetland areas. He urged the 

communities to be planting trees as a way of 

conserving natural resources. The Authority plans to 

engage the community for a Water Resource User 

Association in the area. 

Top, KMFRI mariculture scientist Gladys Mwaka giving her remarks 
during the World Wetlands Day marked in Shimoni, Kwale. Bottom, 
she plants a tree 
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                                                      PHOTO GALLERY 

 

Nature, Environment & Wildlife Filmmakers Fellow, Dr. Juliet 

Karisa in Durban where she represented KMFRI in Pan-African 

collaboration talks on sharing impactful conservation stories.  

 

KMFRI team demonstrates various ways of adding value to fish 
during Kenya Climate Smart Agriculture Project (KCSAP) in Busia. 

 

 

KMFRI researchers during Aquaculture Business Development 
Programme (ABDP) workshop that focuses on activities in the five 
riparian counties of Lake Victoria Kenya.   

 

KMFRI Aquaculture Director Dr. Jonathan Munguti (L) at Nasewa 
Satellite, in Busia County where they produce fish feed using 
Black Soldier Fly.  


